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Abstract— We investigate and present a very low-profile,1

high-efficiency, and high-gain 2-D leaky-wave antenna (2DLWA)2

implemented on a high permittivity substrate operating in3

the millimeter-wave range, paving the way for the seamless4

integration of a high-gain and high-efficiency antenna with a5

frontend. In contrast to the typical air-filled 2DLWA, where a6

perturbation of the first higher-order mode (TE1/TM1) results7

in highly directed broadside radiation, in the proposed antenna,8

the propagation and leakage of a quasi-TEM (Q-TEM) mode9

results in an extremely low-profile (0.065λ0), high-gain (∼15 dBi)10

antenna. In this scenario, the transverse resonance condition for11

a Q-TEM mode is established by employing a capacitive partially12

reflective surface (PRS) in a thin (0.065λ0) substrate with a rel-13

ative permittivity of 10.2. The proposed periodic 2DLWA, unlike14

the conventional uniform/quasi-uniform air-filled counterparts,15

radiates based on the n = −1 space harmonic operation. Due16

to a strong mutual interaction between the PRS and ground17

plane, conventional design and analysis approaches are no longer18

relevant in this low-profile architecture. Instead, we employ19

the Floquet modal expansion theory to create an equivalent20

circuit model (ECM) for the PRS that takes into account the21

contributions and mutual interactions of the Floquet harmonics22

as well as the ground plane effect. By employing reflecting23

boundaries realized with edge truncation (air trenches) in a high24

permittivity substrate, we show that the aperture efficiency is25

enhanced by 15% compared to conventional counterpart.26

Index Terms— 2-D leaky-wave antenna (2DLWA), EBG res-27

onator antenna, Fabry–Perot cavity antenna (FPCA), Floquet28

modal expansion, high-gain antenna, low-profile antenna, opto-29

electronic integrated circuit (OEIC), partially reflective surface30

(PRS), PRS antenna, radio-over-fiber (RoF), resonant cavity31

antenna.32

I. INTRODUCTION33

THE seamless integration of an antenna with a fron-34

tend is of significant importance in the realization of35

high-efficient and low foot-print transceivers in millimeter-36

wave (mmW) and terahertz (THz) analog radio-over-fiber37
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Fig. 1. General block diagram of an ARoF system.

(ARoF) systems. In upcoming ARoF systems, electrooptic 38

modulator (EoM) and photodiode (PD) in an optoelectronic 39

transceiver are basically implemented on a high permittivity 40

material (e.g., SiGe, GaAs, and InP) with eventual heteroge- 41

nous structured layers, which introduces fundamental hurdles 42

in the design and integration of antennas with a frontend. 43

Fig. 1 shows a generalized block diagram for cutting-edge 44

ARoF frontends [optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs)], 45

in which electrical mmW/THz signal is generated by an 46

efficient beating of two high-quality optical signals coming 47

out of quantum dot lasers (QDLs) and mixed in a PD [1]–[3]. 48

The use of a power amplifier generally introduces nonlinear 49

behavior and loss into transceiver, inevitably increasing power 50

consumption and complexity. Therefore, it is removed from 51

the ARoF frontends, as shown in Fig. 1. Laser diodes, on the 52

other hand, are set to operate at relatively low power; therefore, 53

it is anticipated that adopting a high-gain and high-efficiency 54

antenna becomes critical in this design to meet the desired 55

link budget in an mmW/THz ARoF wireless link [3], [4]. 56

A highly original integrated circuit (IC)-antenna approach 57

studied and demonstrated in [5] can improve the performance 58

and efficiency of an OEIC frontend by eliminating parasitic 59

effects and extra losses caused by bond wires and match- 60

ing networks. Furthermore, this technique requires less real 61

estate in an on-chip transceiver. Therefore, as the next step 62

toward creating an efficient frontend, achieving a low footprint, 63

high-gain (high aperture efficiency), and low-profile antenna 64

on a high permittivity substrate becomes crucial. 65

As a result, the work reported here is focused on developing 66

a low-profile, compact, high-gain, and high-efficiency antenna 67
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on a high permittivity substrate to fulfill the criteria of an68

OEIC-based frontend in an ARoF system.69

A common approach to realizing a high-gain antenna is to70

create a massive planar antenna array. However, implementing71

such a massive antenna array at mmW and THz frequencies on72

a high permittivity substrate is deemed to create several signif-73

icant problems, making it extremely difficult in practice. High74

confinement of electromagnetic (EM) fields in a substrate,75

which is set to reduce antenna efficiency and to generate slab76

or surface waves, tightly coupling of antennas through excited77

surface waves, excessive radiation loss in feeding lines, and78

so on, are some of the headache issues that severely degrade79

antenna performances.80

Some strategies for achieving a high-gain and high-81

efficiency antenna array by suppressing surface waves and82

mutual couplings have been developed [6]–[8]. Although83

these approaches are still practical, they have the potential84

to increase system complexity and cost, as well as to make85

antenna integration cumbersome and complex.86

Another intriguing option, namely, the 2-D leaky-wave87

antenna (2DLWA) (also known as the Fabry–Perot cavity88

antenna (FPCA), EBG resonator, and resonant cavity anten-89

nas), has been extensively explored in recent years [4],90

[9]–[62]. This high-gain antenna can generate a pencil beam91

using a simple structure, which makes it a promising alterna-92

tive for the conventional planar antenna array in mmW and93

THz frequencies. Basically, its radiation mechanism is based94

on the propagation and leakage of the TE1/TM1 waves in a95

cavity realized by a ground plane and a capacitive/inductive96

partially reflective surface (PRS) [18]–[46] or multilayer97

superstrate [10], [12], [13], [16], [17], [62]. This cavity can be98

efficiently activated by a single slot [12]–[31] (in mmW and99

microwave) or multiple slots [35] etched on the ground plane100

(at 60 GHz) or a dipole antenna [32] (for X-band) aligned101

in the middle of the cavity, respectively, where magnetic and102

electric fields are maximum. Although this antenna exhibits103

some advantages over the other types of high-gain antennas,104

it typically suffers from two fundamental issues: 1) high-105

profile structure due to the use of TE1/TM1 modes that requires106

a large separation between the ground plane and PRS (cavity107

height) to satisfy the transverse resonance (TR) condition,108

which is a limiting factor in ICs design, and 2) typically low109

aperture efficiency that makes the antenna bulky and large.110

Typically, the cavity height in a 2DLWA without the111

PRS loading effects is estimated as a half-wavelength112

h = 0.5λ0/
√

εr [27]. Considering the susceptance of113

the PRS, however, this height is evaluated as h =114

(0.5λ0/
√

εr )(1 + √
εr/π B̄) [27] (whereB̄ is the normalized115

susceptance of the PRS to the air admittance). As is evi-116

dent for a capacitive PRS (B > 0), the required height117

will be larger than a half wavelength, while for an induc-118

tive PRS (B < 0) with a large susceptance (a high-119

gain antenna is realized by a large value of B̄ [18], [27]),120

the cavity height approaches a half wavelength. Note that121

the typical and practical value of B̄ is estimated with122

B̄ = ±
�

((1 + √
εr )

2|�P RS|2 − (1 − √
εr )

2
)/(1 − |�P RS|2),123

where |�P RS| is the magnitude of the PRS reflection124

coefficient [32]. Basically, a high-gain antenna requires125

|�P RS| > 0.9, which results in B̄ > +7 [23], [32]. Therefore, 126

the cavity height in a conventional 2DLWA using a substrate 127

with εr = 10.2 with a capacitive PRS is evaluated as h > 128

0.18λ0. 129

In this work, we show that by employing a low- 130

profile capacitive PRS, whose susceptance is in a specific 131

range (according to the developed equations and graphs in 132

Section II), on a substrate of a large relative permittivity, 133

a Q-TEM mode can be excited, which results in a very 134

low-profile and high-gain 2DLWA. Full-wave simulations in 135

Section III are set to validate the results obtained by the theory 136

presented in Section II. 137

Generally, in this low-profile 2DLWA, the ground plane has 138

a strong mutual interaction with a metallic PRS; therefore, 139

conventional design and analysis methodology based on the 140

evaluation of the reflection coefficient of a suspended PRS (in 141

which the ground plane is removed in a unit cell and two 142

ports are assigned at the top and bottom) cannot be applied. 143

To address this issue, we developed a hybrid methodology 144

based on the modal expansion of Floquet harmonics and full- 145

wave analysis to evaluate the equivalent circuit model (ECM). 146

In this methodology, the mutual coupling between the PRS 147

and ground plane as well as mutual interactions between 148

Floquet harmonics are considered. Full-wave simulations and 149

analytical model of the radiation pattern in Section III verify 150

the accuracy of the proposed ECM. 151

Looking at the literature, the aperture efficiency in these 152

antennas was reported as 18%–32% [4] and 10%–20% [38] 153

with an inductive PRS, up to 65% with a capacitive PRS 154

[23], [32], and up to 86% by a multilayer transverse permit- 155

tivity gradient PRS [62]. Although the latter type can provide 156

a larger aperture efficiency, in this article, we focus on a low- 157

profile metallic PRS, which can be used without air gap for 158

OEIC application. 159

To address this issue, we show that the truncation of a PRS 160

printed on a substrate with a large relative permittivity creates 161

a reflecting boundary. An analytical model of the radiation 162

pattern is employed, in which effects of boundaries’ reflections 163

are incorporated, to show the significant contributions of edge 164

reflections to aperture efficiency. The analytical model is then 165

validated by full-wave simulation results in Section III. 166

Total boundaries’ reflections can be controlled by a proper 167

choice of antenna dimensions (studied by parametric analysis). 168

Parametric analysis shows that these reflecting boundaries can 169

improve the aperture efficiency up to 15% compared to a 170

conventional air-filled counterpart. 171

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, 172

we discuss the fundamental theory of the capacitive PRS 173

on a substrate with large relative permittivity. We also 174

discuss the development of an ECM based on the EM 175

full-wave simulator and Floquet modal expansion the- 176

ory. In Section III, a 2DLWA is designed on Rogers 177

RT/Duriod 6010 based on the developed theory presented 178

in Section II, and then, dispersion diagrams are calculated. 179

Having used the dispersion curves, we present a leaky-wave 180

analysis for the antennas in this section. To select the 181

proper design parameters, a parametric analysis is presented. 182

In Section IV, an air-filled 2DLWA is designed, and its aperture 183
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Fig. 2. Normalized height and reflection coefficient of lateral walls in
a dielelctic-embeded PPW operating in the fundamental mode (TEM) with
respect to the relative permittivity of substrate.

efficiency is compared with that of the proposed antenna.184

Finally, simulated and measured results are presented and185

discussed.186

II. THEORY AND BACKGROUND187

A. Capacitive PRS on a High Permittivity Substrate188

A metallic parallel-plate waveguide (PPW) filled with a189

dielectric with large relative permittivity can be considered190

as a closed waveguide realized by perfect magnetic con-191

ductor (PMC)-like lateral walls in which the fundamental192

propagating mode (TEM mode) is a slow wave. As shown193

in Fig. 2, the reflection coefficient of the lateral walls for194

εr ≥ 10.2 is larger than 0.5, implying that at least half of the195

power is reflected from the lateral boundaries. To satisfy the196

single-mode propagation conditions of the fundamental mode,197

high-order modes, including TE1/TM1 modes, should be in the198

cutoff frequency range. Therefore, the propagation constant of199

β =
�

εr k2
0 − (π/h)2 should be imaginary, which corresponds200

to 0 <
√

εr h/λ0 < 0.5 and the hatched region in Fig. 2. This201

area describes a region where only a TEM mode propagates202

in a closed PPW with PMC-like lateral walls. In this case,203

by introducing periodic perturbations in the top plate (i.e.,204

PRS), a 2DLWA is realized in which the propagation and205

leakage of a quasi-TEM(Q-TEM) wave result in a high-gain206

antenna. The periodicity and types of perturbations determine207

the susceptance of the PRS.208

To evaluate the susceptance of the PRS, a well-known209

transverse equivalent network (TEN) is employed, as shown210

in Fig. 3. In this case, a TR condition imag(Yup + Ydown) = 0211

[42] is satisfied when Bη = cotan(
√

εr 2πh/λ0), where B212

is the susceptance of the PRS, η is the wave impedance in213

the dielectric, h is the cavity height, and λ0 is the free-space214

wavelength. For a capacitive PRS (B > 0), the argument of the215

cotan function should either be in the first or third quadrant.216

Considering the single-mode propagation condition in a PPW217

as 0 <
√

εr h/λ0 < 0.5 and practical realization of a 2DLWA218

with a capacitive PRS, a TR condition for Q-TEM mode could219

Fig. 3. TEN model of a single-layer 2DLWA.

Fig. 4. Relative permittivity with respect to normalized height in a 2DLWA
for different values of PRS susceptance.

be held when the capacitive PRS and PPW simultaneously 220

satisfy (1) and (2). It should be noted that, in an inductive 221

PRS with B < 0, the argument of a cotan function in the 222

TR equation should be either in the second or fourth quadrant 223

resulting in a higher profile 2DLWA compared to that of a 224

capacitive PRS 225

0.1 <
√

εr
h

λ0
< 0.25 (1) 226

0 < Bη < 1. (2) 227

Having considered (1) and (2), we can develop a set 228

of design curves for different values of Bη, which can be 229

employed for antenna design, as presented here in Fig. 4. As is 230

well known in the 2DLWA theory, large values of normalized 231

PRS susceptance (B̄) result in a high-gain antenna [18], [27]. 232

According to (2), one can readily find that Bη0 = B̄ < 233√
εr ; therefore, a dielectric-filled cavity with a large dielectric 234

constant not only results in a low profile but also a high-gain 235

antenna can be realized. 236

B. Equivalent Circuit Model of PRS 237

The standard design technique for a uniform/quasi-uniform 238

PRS is based on evaluating the reflection coefficient of a 239

suspended PRS in a unit cell with PEC and PMC boundary 240

conditions [4], [18]. However, due to the use of high permittiv- 241

ity and also a relatively thin substrate in the proposed antenna, 242
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Fig. 5. (a) Equivalent circuit model of a PRS with Floquet modal expansion (b) with a corresponding typical unit cell and its equivalent transmission line
(TL) model.

the ground plane should be included in the simulated model to243

incorporate the mutual interaction between the metallic PRS244

and the ground plane appropriately.245

A typical analytical design technique based on the Bloch246

analysis, which ignores the mutual interaction between space247

harmonics, is thought to provide erroneous findings, partic-248

ularly in the case of a high permittivity substrate and mmW249

regime. However, in this section, we intend to develop a hybrid250

design process based on full-wave simulation (HFSS) and the251

development of an ECM using the Floquet modal expansion252

theory.253

Fig. 5(a) shows the proposed ECM developed for a typical254

unit cell, which includes a PRS over the grounded dielectric255

with periodic boundary conditions [Fig. 5(b)] [58], [59].256

In this model, according to the Floquet modal expansion257

theory, Z T E
in,00 is the input impedance of the unit cell for TE00258

mode (fundamental Floquet harmonic for TE mode), which is259

evaluated with the HFSS at the air–PRS interface in the unit260

cell, as exemplified in Fig. 5(b) and described analytically in261

(3). It is worth mentioning that employing either TE00 or TM00262

mode as incident waves in a normal direction leads to identical263

results264

Z T E
in,00( f ) = �

yT E
in,00( f )

�−1 =
�

T T E
00

�
Z T E �

00

�−1 + j BT E
00

�−1

265

Z T E �
00 =

	
m �=0

	
n �=0

T T E
mn

1

yT E
mn

+
+∞	

m=−∞

+∞	
n=−∞

T T M
mn

1

yT M
mn

266

yT M/T E
mn = Y T M/T E

mn + j BT M/T E
mn . (3)267

In (3), yT E
mn and yT M

mn are the modal admittance seen by T Emn268

and T Mmn modes, respectively, at the air–dielectric boundary;269

Tmn is the transformer turn ratio (TTR); and j BT E
00 is the270

input modal admittance of the grounded dielectric slab (GDS).271

These parameters were entirely described in [58] and [59],272

and therefore, for the sake of brevity, we will not elaborate on273

them in this article. It should be noted that T T M
00 in Fig. 5(a)274

indicates mode conversion.275

The only unknown parameters in (3) are T T M
mn and276

T T E
mn (TTRs). Analytical equations based on the Fourier277

transformation of surface currents are developed in [58] and 278

[59] to evaluate TTRs at low frequency and on a dielectric with 279

low relative permittivity. Notably, the latter generally cannot 280

be applied in a dielectric with large relative permittivity in 281

mmW ranges. Therefore, we aim at calculating T T M
mn and T T E

mn 282

over frequency band of interest through a full-wave simulation 283

conducted by the HFSS. 284

By rearranging (3), one can readily find the following 285

equation: 286

1

yT E
in,00 − j BT E

00

�
� � �

K

287

= 1

T T E
00

⎛
⎝	

m �=0

	
n �=0

T T E
mn

�
1

yT E
mn

�
+

+∞	
m=−∞

+∞	
n=−∞

T T M
mn

�
1

yT M
mn

�⎞
⎠ 288

(4) 289

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

�
1
�

yT E
mn

� f1

1×N

�
1
�

yT M
mn

� f1

1×N
...

...�
1
�

yT E
mn

� fN

1×N

�
1
�

yT M
mn

� fN

1×N

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

� � �
N×(1×2N)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

�
T T E

mn

� f1

N×1�
T T M

mn

� f1

N×1
...�

T T E
mn

� fN

N×1�
T T M

mn

� fN

N×1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

� � �
N×(2N×1)

290

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

K f1

...

...

...
K fN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

� � �
N×(1×1)

(5) 291

�
T T E/T M

mn

� = �
1
�

yT E/T M
mn

�−1
[K ]. (6) 292

The matrix representation of (4) is shown in (5), which is 293

suitable for numerical programming. To evaluate the K matrix 294

as mentioned in (5) and (4), we calculate Z T E
in,00 and BT E

00 by 295

HFSS and analytical equations mentioned in [58] and [59], 296
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Fig. 6. ECM for evaluation of PRS susceptance.

respectively, at each frequency point. Notably, for the benefit297

of simplicity in our calculations, we considered T T E
00 = 1 in298

this model.299

Equation (5) can be considered as a 3-D matrix with N300

pages corresponding to N frequency points, where a total of301

2N Floquet harmonics (corresponding to mn pairs) are applied302

for both TM and TE modes. Note that, considering only a303

few Floquet harmonics leads to an accurate result [56], [57].304

Finally, the TTR matrix representing the contribution of each305

Floquet harmonic in the ECM is obtained using (6) in the306

desired frequency range.307

Having evaluated the TTR matrix, one can readily calculate308

the circuit parameters of the PRS corresponding to the input309

impedance/admittance seen from the AB terminal in Fig. 6 and310

as described by (7). Note that the Floquet harmonics corre-311

sponding to TE00 and TM00 have been removed in this ECM312

since these radiative modes generate real-value impedances313

in the ECM, which do not contribute to the susceptance of314

the PRS. In Section III, we will apply this methodology for315

evaluating the ECM of a capacitive PRS316

Z P RS =
	
m �=0

	
n �=0

�
T T E

mn

�
1
�

yT E
mn

� + T T M
mn

�
1
�

yT M
mn

��
317

= �
T T E

mn

��T T M
mn

�� 1
�

yT E
mn

1
�

yT M
mn

�
mn �=0

318

BP RS = imag
�
1
�

Z P RS
�
. (7)319

III. ANTENNA DESIGN AND ANALYSIS320

In this section, we aim at designing two 2DLWAs realized321

by a typical capacitive PRS in which a Q-TEM wave is322

responsible for generating high directive broadside beams.323

Following that, a leaky-wave analysis is presented to confirm324

the propagation of Q-TEM mode and findings in Section II.325

To investigate the effects of edge reflections on aperture326

efficiency, an analytical model is provided and validated using327

HFSS.328

To begin with, we consider two different possible scenarios329

for PRS with w/p = 0.75 and w/p = 0.9, corresponding330

to periodicity p = 5.7 mm and p = 4.8 mm, respectively,331

on Rogers RT/duroid 6010 with εr = 10.2 and tanδ = 0.0023332

at 26 GHz, as show in Fig. 7. Generally, periodicity is chosen333

Fig. 7. Proposed 2DLWA with dimensions of P = 4.8 mm (w/p = 0.9),
P = 5.7 mm (w/p = 0.75), w = 4.3 mm, and L = 19.7 mm.

so that the antenna operates in a no grating lobe regime at the 334

resonant frequency (a half free-space wavelength) [57]. 335

Although this methodology can be extended to a broad 336

range of capacitive PRS (e.g., dogbone [60]), we utilize square 337

patches on a GDS as a proof of concept. A capacitive PRS 338

is commonly achieved by a periodical repetition of metallic 339

patches [27]. The PRS has been extended up to only a few 340

unit cells (three unit cells in this design) to ensure that some 341

nonradiated EM power remains at the truncated edges to be 342

reflected, as this technique enhances the aperture efficiency 343

of the 2DLWA. This is scrutinized by analytical equation and 344

parametric analysis in this section. 345

Now, we use the analytical set of equations developed in 346

Section II-A as the starting point for design, and then, a full- 347

wave analysis by HFSS is employed to optimize and validate 348

the results. 349

According to (1), the normalized cavity height for exciting 350

a Q-TEM mode in a 2DLWA with a capacitive PRS on 351

a dielectric with εr = 10.2 is evaluated as h/λ0 < 0.078. 352

This limit can be found readily in Fig. 2 at the intersection 353

point of two labeled broken lines corresponding to εr = 354

10.2 and h/λ0 < 0.25/
√

εr . 355

Considering this range along with εr = 10.2 in Fig. 4, the 356

optimal normalized susceptance for the PRS is found to be 357

0.3 < Bη < 1 (η is the wave impedance in dielectric) corre- 358

sponding to 2.54 mS < B < 8.47 mS. Starting with a substrate 359

thickness within the range of h/λ0 < 0.078 as the initial value, 360

we optimize the substrate thickness for both antennas with 361

w/p = 0.9 and w/p = 0.75 using HFSS at 26 GHz to 362

obtain the maximum directivity at the broadside, as shown 363

in Fig. 8. It is worthwhile stressing that, the maximum nor- 364

malized substrate thickness is limited to around h/λ0 ≈ 0.078 365

preventing the antenna from propagating high-order modes, 366

which should be considered in the optimization procedure. 367

The calculated optimum thickness is evaluated around h = 368

0.754 mm corresponding to h/λ0 = 0.065 at 26 GHz for both 369

antennas. Evaluated broadside directivities of the antennas 370

are 15.74 and 12.17 dBi corresponding to w/p = 0.9 and 371
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Fig. 8. Simulated directivities (with linear scales) of the proposed antennas
corresponding to w/p = 0.9 and w/p = 0.75.

Fig. 9. Evaluated PRS susceptance of the proposed antenna by ECM for
two values of w/p = 0.9 and w/p = 0.75 (YP RS = j BP RS).

w/p = 0.75, respectively. Further analyses and validations of372

propagating mode are accomplished by a leaky-wave analysis373

presented in Section III-A.374

A. Leaky-Wave Analysis of Antenna375

Leaky-wave analysis is presented in this section to eval-376

uate the obtained results and validate the proposed theory.377

Moreover, this analysis offers a physical insight into the378

antenna operation. To this end, the susceptance of PRSs was379

evaluated by the proposed ECM for both w/p = 0.75 and380

w/p = 0.9 and the results are presented in Fig. 9. In the381

model, we consider a total number of 30 Floquet harmonics382

for both TM and TE modes.383

According to the proposed analytical evaluations in384

Section II along with current section, the optimum susceptance385

of PRS at 26 GHz should be in the range of 2.54 mS < B <386

8.47 mS. As shown in Fig. 9, the susceptance of the PRS387

with w/p = 0.9 is B ≈ 8.1 mS, which is in the optimum388

range, while this is not the case for w/p = 0.75 with B ≈389

1.5 mS. Therefore, one can infer that w/p = 0.9 results in390

an optimum design satisfying the TR condition. This antenna391

(w/p = 0.9) also presents a higher directivity by a full-wave392

simulation (HFSS) compared to that of w/p = 0.75, as shown393

in Fig. 8.394

To evaluate the phase and attenuation constant, the TR395

technique is applied to the TEN model shown in Fig. 3, for396

both antennas according to the following equation:397

Y0 + j B − j
√

εr Y0 cotan (kzh) = 0 (8)398

Fig. 10. Evaluated dispersion curves by (8) along with realized gain
calculated by HFSS for both values of w/p = 0.9 and w/p = 0.75.

where Y0 is the air admittance, B is the susceptance of 399

PRS, h is the cavity height, kz =
�

εr k2
0 − (β − jα)2 is the 400

propagation constant in the normal direction (z-axis in Fig. 3), 401

and k0 is the free-space wavenumber. Dispersion curves (for 402

n = −1 space harmonic) along with realized gains (evaluated 403

by HFSS) for both antennas are shown in Fig. 10. At 26 GHz, 404

the antenna with w/p = 0.9 shows a smaller attenuation 405

constant and a larger realized gain (14.9 dBi) by 2.9 dBi 406

compared to the antenna with w/p = 0.75 with a realized gain 407

of 12 dBi. Therefore, we select an antenna with w/p = 0.9 in 408

the rest of this article as the optimum design. Note that in 409

Fig. 10, peak gain for w/p = 0.9 occurs at the frequency 410

corresponding to β > α, which is due to edge reflections 411

[32], [50]–[52], while in w/p = 0.75, peak gain is very close 412

to the β = α condition, as this antenna has a larger attenuation 413

constant consequently; edge reflections are diminished. 414

To provide a further investigation about the propagation and 415

radiation of a Q-TEM in the cavity, Fig. 11 compares the 416

evaluated dispersion curves of the antennas with those of the 417

fundamental mode of a PPW (TEM mode) and TM0 mode of 418

surface waves in a GDS for both n = −1 and n = 0 of 419

space harmonics. Notably, in the fast wave region (FWR), 420

the antennas’ dispersion diagrams can be estimated as a weak 421

perturbation of the TEM mode of a PPW around 26 GHz (cor- 422

responding space harmonics are quite similar around 26 GHz). 423

As perturbations (corresponding to the attenuation constants 424

shown in Fig. 10) are diminished with frequency, the disper- 425

sion curves of antennas approach more TEM mode curves. 426

Consequently, in both antennas, radiations are due to the 427

n = −1 space harmonics of a Q-TEM, as these space harmon- 428

ics are in the FWR around 26 GHz. Surface waves, however, 429

do not contribute to the radiations as their dispersion curves 430

are quite divergent from those of the antenna in the FWR 431

around 26 GHz. 432

To validate the ECM, Fig. 12 compares the input sus- 433

ceptance of the unit cell obtained by a full-wave simulation 434

[BT E
in = imag(1/Z T E

in ) in the unit cell in Fig. 5(b)], with 435

that calculated in (9) according to its equivalent TL model 436

[c.f. Fig. 5(b)] 437

BT E
in = imag

�
Y T E

P RS − jY T E cotan (kzh)
�

(9) 438
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Fig. 11. Evaluated dispersion curves (Brillouin diagram) of fundamental
modes (n = 0) and n = −1 space harmonics of the proposed antennas for
two values of (a) w/p = 0.9 and (b) w/p = 0.75, along with dispersion
curves of fundamental modes (n = 0) and n = −1 space harmonics of both
TEM mode of a PPW and TM0 mode of the surface wave in a GDS.

where Y T E
P RS = j BT E

P RS is PRS admittance evaluated by ECM in439

Fig. 9, Y T E = kz/ωμ0, kz =
�

εr k2
0 − (β − jα)2 in which β440

and α are transverse phase and attenuation constants, respec-441

tively, according to Fig.10, and h is the substrate thickness.442

Note that, radiation, ohmic, and substrate losses in a unit cell443

are negligible; therefore, the input admittance (Y T E
in ) of a unit444

cell is primarily dictated by its susceptance part (BT E
in ). A good445

agreement between HFSS and TL model results verifies the446

accuracy of the evaluated ECM and transverse propagation447

constant.448

B. Analytical Model for Antenna449

The far-field radiation pattern of an infinitely extended450

2DLWA was accurately modeled by either the Fourier trans-451

formation of aperture field or reciprocity term along with TL452

model [18], [27], [49]. An analytical equation was developed453

in [32], [50], and [51] for a finite but large 2DLWA in which454

the effects of truncated edges were considered in a far-field455

radiation pattern. In [52], edge reflections are also considered456

in a 1-D uniform leaky-wave antenna (LWA) with a small457

linear aperture to describe the far-field radiation pattern, which458

forms the basis of our model in this work.459

In the proposed periodic 2DLWA, radiation occurs at dis-460

crete points corresponding to the air gap between patches.461

Therefore, a discrete form of the equation is employed to462

Fig. 12. Comparison between input susceptance of the unit cell in Fig. 5(b)
obtained by a full-wave simulation (HFSS) and TL model for both w/p =
0.75 and w/p = 0.9.

Fig. 13. Comparison between normalized radiation patterns evaluated by
the analytical model and HFSS for the proposed 2DLWA with w/p = 0.9 at
three simulation frequencies of (a) 26 GHz (model: 25.9 GHz), (b) 26.5 GHz
(model: 26.35 GHz), and (c) 27 GHz (model: 26.9 GHz).

describe aperture field distribution ( fap) and far-field radiation 463

(corresponding to the discrete form of the Fourier transfor- 464

mation) of the antenna according to (10) and (11), respec- 465

tively. In these equations, np denotes the unit-cell position in 466

which “p” is periodicity and n is a variable; N is the total 467

number of complete unit cells; � ≈ (
√

εr − 1)/(
√

εr + 1) 468

is the reflection coefficient of a TEM/Q-TEM wave at the 469

boundaries; kLW = β − jα; k0 is the free-space wavenumber; 470

and L = N × p represents the total antenna length. 471

Fig. 13 compares the normalized patterns calculated by (11) 472

and HFSS at three different frequencies. A good agreement 473

(frequency deviation < 1%) is observed between the analytical 474

model and the full-wave simulation signifying dominant con- 475

tributions of the leaky-waves in far-field radiation, although 476

the slot etched on the ground plane may have some minor 477

contributions in the radiation pattern. Moreover, it implicitly 478

verifies the accuracy of the evaluated ECM and dispersion 479

curves 480

fap(np) = e− jkLW |np|
481

+ 2 cos(kLW (np))
�
�e− jkLW L

��
1 − �e− jkLW L

��
482

(10) 483

F f f (θ) = cos θ

(N−1)/2	
n=−(N−1)/2

fap(np)e jk0(np) sin θ . (11) 484

The second term in (10) indicates the contribution of the 485

edge reflection coefficient in broadside directivity and aperture 486

efficiency according to εap = D/4π(L/λ0)
2, where D is the 487

antenna directivity at broadside, L is the antenna length, and λ0 488
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Fig. 14. Contour map of aperture efficiency with different values of edge
reflection coefficient for three typical normalized leaky-wave poles of ¯kLW =
β̄ − j ᾱ = (a)0.1 − j0.2, (b)0.2 − j0.2, and(c) 0.3 − j0.2.

is the free-space wavelength. Aperture efficiency is evaluated489

using (10) and (11) with L = 20 mm and p = 4.8 mm and490

three typical normalized leaky-wave propagation constants of491

¯kLW = β̄ − j ᾱ = 0.1 − j0.2, 0.2 − j0.2, and 0.3 − j0.2 with492

respect to the magnitude and phase of the edge reflection493

coefficient, as shown in Fig. 14. Obviously, the aperture494

efficiency is a function of the edge’s reflections and can be495

improved by choosing a proper boundary condition. As an496

example, for ¯kLW = 0.1 − j0.2, if � = 0 (no edge reflections497

or absorbing boundaries), the aperture efficiency is around498

30%–40% and can be improved up to 90% by employing499

a reflecting boundary with � ≈ j . Therefore, in a 2DLWA500

by choosing the proper antenna length (which can control the501

edge contribution), the aperture efficiency can be enhanced,502

as investigated in Section III-C.503

C. Parametric Analysis of the Proposed 2DLWA504

Fig. 15(a) shows the antenna performances with respect505

to different lengths normalized to the free-space wavelength506

at 26 GHz. Note that in this analysis, the substrate height is507

fixed at 0.754 mm, as calculated in Section III. We define508

a figure of merit (FoM) as the ratio of broadside directivity509

over peak directivity to describe beam-splitting conditions.510

According to this definition, the FoM equal to one corresponds511

to peak directivity at the broadside and antenna presents a512

single broadside beam. In the case of a gain loss at the513

broadside, the FoM is smaller than one. A complete beam-514

splitting condition, manifested as a large gain loss at broadside,515

is defined as FoM < 0.5 in which directivity (realized by516

a power pattern calculated by HFSS) at the broadside is517

diminished by 3 dBi.518

As shown in Fig. 15(a), the aperture efficiency has two519

peaks around L/λ0 = 0.8 and L/λ0 = 1.7 without gain loss520

at the broadside as indicated by FoM = 1. Then, at L/λ0 >521

2.4, the antenna experiences a beam-splitting condition. Since522

the aperture size at L/λ0 = 0.8 is much smaller than that523

at L/λ0 = 1.7, likewise, the corresponding directivity and524

realized gain are much lesser than those of at L/λ0 = 1.7.525

In the case of L/λ0 = 0.8, due to a small aperture size,526

radiation from the slot in the ground plane dominates the527

leaky-wave radiation as the antenna has a substantially lower528

realized gain than L/λ0 = 1.7. The optimum length for the529

antenna is then selected at L/λ0 = 1.7 corresponding to three530

complete unit cells at 26 GHz. At this length, the aperture531

efficiency of the antenna is 79%.532

Fig. 15. Parametric analysis of the proposed 2DLWA for various values of
(a) normalized cavity length and (b) normalized cavity height at 26 GHz.

Further investigation reveals that the field is attenuated at 533

the edges by a factor of E(L/2)/E0 ≈ exp (−αL/2), where 534

E0 is the field intensity at the antenna’s center and “L �� equals 535

an antenna length in a uniform/Q-uniform LWA [18]. Since 536

the proposed periodic 2DLWA radiation occurs at discrete 537

points, in this equation, L = N × p, where N is a total 538

number of complete unit cells, p = 4.8 mm is periodicity, and 539

α = 60.1 Np/m (Fig. 10 at 26 GHz for w/p = 0.9) is the 540

attenuation constant. In this antenna at the operating frequency, 541

the field ratio is 0.65, which corresponds to a 0.42 power ratio. 542

This signifies edge contributions in antenna since 42% of the 543

power at antenna’s center reaches the edge. 544

The parametric study of the antenna height (with a fixed 545

substrate length of L/λ0 = 1.7) at 26 GHz, in Fig. 15(b), indi- 546

cates that the optimum cavity height is around h ≈ 0.065λ0, 547

which suggests a very low-profile antenna and verifies findings 548

in Section III. As discussed in Section I, a typical cavity height 549

in a conventional substrate-filled 2DLWA [operates based on 550

the first higher order mode (TE1/TM1)] with εr = 10.2 is 551

around h = 0.18λ0. This offers a high-profile antenna with 552

a substrate around three times thicker than in the proposed 553

2DLWA. 554

As the FoM indicates, the antenna has a splitted beam 555

for h/λ0 ≥ 0.072. It can be attributed to the propagation of 556

high-order modes according to Section III, in which the prop- 557

agation of the high-order mode is estimated at h/λ0 ≥ 0.078. 558

IV. CONVENTIONAL AIR-FILLED 2DLWA 559

For the sake of a fair comparison, we developed and 560

analyzed a conventional air-filled uniform 2DLWA based on 561
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Fig. 16. Evaluated dispersion curve for the developed air-filled 2DLWA
along with realized gain calculated by HFSS.

the design procedure mentioned in [4] and [32]. A capacitive562

PRS printed on a 20 mil Rogers RT/duroid 5880 dielectric563

is separated from the ground plane with a 5.8 mm air gap.564

The antenna operates based on the propagation of the first565

higher mode of a PPW. An opening etched on the ground566

plane efficiently excites the TE1/TM1 modes in the cavity [27].567

Antenna parameters have been calculated and optimized to568

achieve the maximum realized gain at the broadside. The569

dispersion diagram is evaluated by the TR technique [32] and570

shown in Fig. 16 along with realized gain obtained by a full-571

wave simulation.572

A. Parametric Analysis of Air-Filled 2DLWA573

The antenna performance has been scrutinized with para-574

metric analysis of the length and height, as shown in Fig. 17.575

A beam-splitting condition (based on the defined FoM) occurs576

at L/λ0 = 5.8, as shown in Fig. 17(a). The estimated577

beam-splitting condition is consistent with analytical results578

in [32] as indicated here with a triangular curve. The aperture579

efficiency generally has a declining trend and reaches 64%580

at maximum antenna gain around L/λ0 = 3.4, which is581

consistent with the 65% aperture efficiency mentioned in582

[23] and [32].583

Parametric analysis for the antenna height in Fig. 17(b)584

clearly shows that the resonance condition occurs at h/λ0 =585

0.5 as is the case for the conventional air-filled 2DLWA.586

The defined FoM indicates that below h/λ0 = 0.44, the587

antenna experiences a beam-splitting condition (a conical588

beam [18], [27]). The presented parametric analyses reveal589

that the aperture efficiency in the proposed 2DLWA on a high590

permittivity substrate is enhanced by 15% compared to con-591

ventional air-filled counterpart. This attributes to employing592

edge reflections in the proposed antenna, which can be readily593

realized by etching air slots around the PRS printed on a high594

permittivity substrate.595

V. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS596

Antennas have been completely designed with optimum597

dimensions and feeding lines based on the parametric analysis,598

Fig. 17. Parametric analysis of the developed air-filled 2DLWA for various
values of (a) normalized length and (b) normalized height at 26 GHz.

as shown in detail in Fig. 18. To eliminate the spurious effects 599

of the feeding line on radiation behavior and excitation of 600

surface waves, we take advantage of the SIW to realize a 601

completely isolated antenna from the feeding network. The 602

SIWs are implemented on Rogers RT/duroid 5880 with a 603

thickness of 20 mil for both antennas to reduce loss and 604

achieve mechanical stability for the fabrication process and 605

measurement. A narrow aperture is etched at the end of the 606

shorted SIWs (where the magnetic field is maximum) to ensure 607

that cavities are excited efficiently. 608

We use a low-cost standard printed circuit board (PCB) 609

process in our Poly-Grames Research Center for the fabrica- 610

tion of the antennas. Fig. 19(a) shows the fabricated proposed 611

2DLWA on Rogers RT/duroid 6010 with a relative permittivity 612

of 10.2 along with the SIW feeding line. According to the 613

parametric analysis of the proposed antenna, a substrate with 614

a thickness of 0.754 mm results in a peak gain of 15 dBi. 615

However, this thickness is not in the range of commercial 616

substrates provided by Rogers Corporation. 617

Instead, we use a stack of three 10 mil layers that were 618

tightly pressed and glued using epoxy to synthesize a unified 619

substrate with the desired thickness and uniform connections 620

between layers. In this antenna, substrates are extended enough 621
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Fig. 18. Geometric and dimensions of (a) proposed 2DLWA with LPRS = 18.6, WSIW = 4.8, WCPW = 1.9, LCPW = 6.5, Lt = 40, Lc = 20, W = 4.3, P =
4.8, Ws = 1, and Ls = 2, and (b) air-filled FPCA with LPRS = 41.5, WSIW = 4.8, WCPW = 1.9, LCPW = 6.5, Lf = 50, hf = 5.8, Ws = 0.25, Ls = 8.5,
Wc = 10.8, Lc = 7.2, P = 4.2, and W = 3.8 (all dimensions are in millimeter).

Fig. 19. Top and bottom views of (a) proposed and (b) air-filled 2DLWA.

beyond the optimum size of the PRS to ensure that a negligible622

amount of epoxy glue leaks into the cavity. This extended623

area is separated by air trench/slot walls from the cavity to624

realize reflecting boundaries. Fig. 19(b) shows a snapshot of625

the fabricated conventional air-filled 2DLWA. The capacitive626

PRS is printed on Rogers RT/duroid 5880 with a thickness627

of 20 mil and separated from the SIW by a 5.8 mm air628

gap (∼λ0/2), realized with a ROHACELL foam. The PRS629

layer, foam, and the SIW layer were glued and then pressed.630

The high-density (71 kg/m3) foam was deployed to provide631

sufficient mechanical strength during the fabrication process632

as well as reduce fabrication tolerances.633

To mitigate loss and parasitic effects introduced by the634

foam inside the cavity, a large air hole is etched inside the635

foam. Then, the foam was extended beyond the PRS to reduce636

leakage of the epoxy glue inside the cavity.637

A. Simulated and Measured Results of the Proposed 2DLWA638

The reflection coefficients of both antennas were mea-639

sured by the Keysight network analyzer (PNA N5247B).640

Fig. 20 compares the measured and simulated reflection641

coefficients of the 2DLWA on a high permittivity substrate.642

Fig. 20. Simulated and measured reflection coefficients of the proposed
2DLWA. [Ls is the length of aperture etched on the ground plane according
to Fig. 18(a).]

Some discrepancies are observed between simulation and 643

measurement results that are due to fabrication tolerances 644

and can be explained by sweeping the slot length [Ls in 645

Fig. 18(a)] etched at the end of the shorted SIW. The simulated 646

fractional impedance bandwidth (V SW R ≤ 2) corresponding 647

to Ls = 2 mm is around 5.3% while, due to 0.5 mm inaccu- 648

racy in slot length in the fabricated prototype, the measured 649

fractional impedance bandwidth for Ls = 2.5 mm is about 650

2.2%. It denotes the sensitivity of impedance matching to the 651

slot length, which should be carefully considered in antenna- 652

frontend integration. 653

The simulated radiation and aperture efficiencies of the 654

2DLWA at 26 GHz are 96% and 79% (up to 80% around 655

26.1 GHz), respectively, as shown in Fig. 21. 656

Note that the antenna experiences a slight frequency 657

shift compared to the parametric analysis, which is due to 658
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Fig. 21. Simulated total, aperture, and broadside efficiencies of the proposed
2DLWA.

Fig. 22. Normalized simulated and measured copolarization radiation pattern
of the proposed 2DLWA with and without connector effects including adhesive
with 2 mil thickness.

Fig. 23. Simulated and measured cross-polarization radiation patterns of
the proposed 2DLWA with connector effects including adhesive with 2 mil
thickness.

introducing the feeding line. Broadside radiation efficiency659

is also plotted in Fig. 21, which is defined as the ratio of660

broadside gain over broadside directivity [4]. As plotted, the661

broadside radiation efficiency in the proposed antenna is about662

89% at 26 GHz.663

The antenna’s radiation patterns were measured in our664

Poly-Grames Research Center’s far-field anechoic chamber,665

and the results are detailed in the following. The antenna666

under test (AUT) in the measurement setup receives a radi-667

ated EM power from a transmitter, which is an mmW668

horn antenna. To evaluate the gain of the AUT, a stan-669

dard gain horn (SGH) antenna (NSI-MI Technologies Model:670

MI-12A-26) was employed.671

Figs. 22 and 23 compare the simulated and measured co-672

polarization and cross-polarization radiation patterns of the673

proposed antenna. Some discrepancies are observed between674

Fig. 24. Simulated results and experimental validations of realized gain and
aperture efficiency of the proposed 2DLWA.

Fig. 25. Simulated and measured reflection coefficients of the air-filled
2DLWA.

both datasets in the E-plane of co-polarization pattern, which 675

can be attributed to diffractions from the end-launch connector 676

during measurement, as shown in Fig. 22. 677

Measured and simulated broadside realized gains along with 678

aperture efficiency in the frequency range of 25–27 GHz 679

are plotted in Fig. 24. A reasonable agreement is observed 680

between simulation and experimental results. The minor dis- 681

crepancies (<1 dBi) in realized gain around the operating 682

frequency (26 GHz) are mostly due to fabrication tolerance 683

in slot length (Ls), as estimated in Fig. 20. The measured 684

and simulated peak realized gains are around 14.45 and 685

15 dBi, respectively. As shown in Fig. 24, the measured 686

aperture efficiency properly follows the simulated result with 687

a reasonable agreement. 688

B. Simulated and Measured Results of Air-Filled 2DLWA 689

As shown in Fig. 25, the measured reflection coefficient is in 690

proper agreement with simulated results in air-filled 2DLWA. 691

Fig. 26 shows the simulated and measured radiation patterns 692

in both E- and H-planes of this antenna at 26 GHz. As stud- 693

ied by parametric analysis in Fig. 26, some disagreements 694

between experimental and simulation results are due to minor 695
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED AND REFERENCE ANTENNAS

Fig. 26. Normalized simulated and measured radiation patterns of the air-
filled 2DLWA at 26 GHz. [h f is the cavity height as shown in Fig. 18(b).]

Fig. 27. Simulated aperture, total, and broadside efficiencies in the air-filled
2DLWA.

deviations in cavity height realized by foam as justified for696

both principal planes.697

The simulated aperture efficiency in Fig. 27 is around 60%698

at 26 GHz, while it has a peak of 65% around 25.68 GHz.699

Total radiation efficiency and broadside radiation efficiency are700

96% and 93%, respectively.701

It is worth mentioning that the simulated broadside realized702

gain in this antenna is 20 dBi.703

C. Comparison Table 704

To highlight the advantages of the proposed 2DLWA, a com- 705

parison table is provided, as tabulated in Table I. It demon- 706

strates that the proposed antenna outperforms other published 707

counterparts judging from the combination of antenna profile, 708

aperture efficiency, and cavity footprint, for OEIC applications. 709

Although the proposed antenna provides a lower impedance 710

and pattern bandwidth than certain air-filled counterparts due 711

to the use of a substrate with a high relative permittivity (εr = 712

10.2), it is still a viable candidate for antenna-front integration. 713

VI. CONCLUSION 714

An extremely low-profile, low-footprint, and highly efficient 715

mmW 2DLWA on high permittivity substrate has been pre- 716

sented and analyzed completely. A design methodology was 717

developed and investigated based on employing a capacitive 718

PRS on a high permittivity substrate for the first time. Then, 719

a leaky-wave analysis was presented based on the proposed 720

ECM and full-wave simulation to support the theory. 721

It has been shown that the propagation of a Q-TEM mode 722

in a 2DLWA with a capacitive PRS, implemented on a high 723

permittivity substrate, leads to a high-gain, high-efficient, 724

compact, and low-profile antenna. Due to wave reflections 725

at truncated edges of the limited-extend PRS on a high 726

permittivity substrate, the aperture efficiency was improved up 727

to 15% compared to the developed conventional counterpart 728

with a capacitive PRS. 729

We believe that our proposed 2DLWA, together with the 730

methodology outlined, sheds light on the realization of a high- 731

gain and high-efficient antenna for emerging highly integrated 732

ARoF-based systems. 733
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